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Abstract

Existing inquiries purporting to study and describe offender behaviour in stranger
child abduction (SCA) have utilized an overly narrow definition of modus operandi (MO),
focusing only on very outset of the offence. The study aims to reflect changes that occur as
the offence proceeds, and to examine whether differentiating between attempted and
completed cases can provide greater understanding of MO in SCA. The MO utilized by
offenders in 78 cases of SCA retrieved from publicly available UK sources were examined.
Descriptive analysis was used to determine which types of behaviour were present. Multidimensional scaling was used to categorise these behaviours and to establish whether any
relationships existed between them, with view to ascertaining whether there were any clear
patterns among strategies. Results found support for differentiating attempted and completed
offences, with the analysis highlighting that offenders who utilized multiple means of control,
who were more aggressive, and who shifted their MO from one theme to another, were more
likely to complete the offence. The study concludes that more nuanced categorisations of
SCA offending approaches, which reflect change over time, are required, and argues for
additional, contextual information to be incorporated into future work.

Introduction

The abduction of a child by a stranger is relatively rare, with the most recent figures
indicating that 247 cases were reported to UK police in 2013 (Newiss & Traynor, 2013). In
perspective, the Office for National Statistics recorded 531,000 incidents of stranger
perpetrated violence in 2017 (ONS, 2017). Furthermore, 75% of the 247 reported case were
attempted offences where the child was not abducted. Despite this relative rarity, each

incident of stranger child abduction (SCA) presents risk of potential serious harm for targeted
children (Finkelhor, Hotaling & Asdigian, 1995; Asdigian, Finkelhor & Hotaling, 1995;
Boudreaux, Lord & Dutra, 1999). Despite this, SCA has been subject to relatively little
empirical research. A large proportion of studies have been concerned with establishing
overall incidence of SCA (Finkelhor, Hammer & Sedlak, 2002; Finkelhor & Ormrod, 2000;
Miller, Kulrycheck, Hansen & Wilson., 2008). Coverage of behavioural information tends to
be broad and descriptive (see Shutt et al, 2004; Noor-Mohammed, 2013). Only very recent
studies have examined these offenders and their behaviours in greater detail (e.g., Tillyer,
Tillyer & Kelsay, 2015), but such studies have not used the opportunity to consider the
implications of these details for offender modus operandi (MO). Further to this, one of the
few papers suggesting models by which to group the MO of SCA offenders, by Tedisco and
Paludi (1996) can be criticised for basing their conclusions on general observations of cases
rather than structured study. Their argument to adopt the ‘lure’ and ‘blitz’ offence
categorisations therefore requires testing, with the current paper hoping to examine the
appropriateness of this grouping when examining verifiable cases.

In order to investigate offender behaviour more fully, this study pays special attention
to whether the offences in question were attempted or completed (Gallagher, Bradford &
Pease, 2008; Newiss & Traynor, 2013). Very few studies have mentioned how abduction
incidents end (e.g., Finkelhor & Ormrod, 2000), and those that do have not discussed the
mechanisms that explain how or why the offence ended in that manner. Differentiating
attempted and completed cases has been identified as a possible key to understanding how
best to prevent SCA (Newiss & Traynor, 2013), and this paper will test this assertion by
examining whether different offending profiles will be produced for attempted cases when
compared to completed ones.

The aims of this paper are therefore twofold: first, it intends to conduct a thorough
examination of MO utilized in SCA with a view to ascertaining whether currently used
offending themes are appropriate, with the sub-aim of ascertaining whether previously
indicated strategies and motives (discussed below) can be verified; second, it compares the
MO utilized by offenders responsible for attempted cases and for completed cases, with the
purposes of ascertaining whether there are key trends in behaviour that can determine how a
case will end.

Before proceeding, it is necessary to define key terms. ‘Stranger’ is defined as
referring to a situation in which the victim and offender have had no prior contact or
familiarity (Newiss & Traynor, 2013). This distinguishes stranger abductions from
acquaintance abductions and “known, not related” cases where there has been some prior
awareness between parties, and which are generally studied separately from stranger cases
(Finkelhor & Ormrod, 2000; Newiss & Traynor, 2013). A ‘child’ is anyone under the age of
18 (Home Office, 2010; Eales, 2015). Abduction refers to an act intended to remove a child
from the control of their lawful guardian, whether attempted or completed (Child Abduction
Act, 1984). For the purposes of the present analysis, an abduction is deemed to have been an
‘attempt’ when a stranger appears to have taken some active steps towards abduction of a
child, but either they were interrupted, they aborted their efforts, the child did not go with
them, or some other circumstance occurred that prevented the child from actually going
missing (e.g., Collie & Shalev Greene, 2016; Newiss & Fairbrother, 2004). If the child was
moved or detained- for any duration and by any distance- the offence was considered
‘completed’. This low research threshold for offence completion reflects the low legal
threshold for ascertaining guilt in abduction cases.

Modus Operandi

MO has been defined as “all of the behaviours that are requisite to a particular
offender successfully perpetrating a crime” (Hazelwood & Warren, 2004, p.308), clarified as
equating to the “how to” of an offence and applied to offences was attempted rather than
“successful”. Although primarily examining offender action, an MO can also refer to the way
in which an offender achieves their goal, e.g., it can include reference to use of tools and
weapons, or to what an offender says (Leclerc, Proulx & Beauregard, 2009; Turvey, 2008).
Importantly, MO can also refer to the sequence of actions taken by the offender as the crime
progresses and whether they exhibit any behavioural change; it is not purely a snapshot of
what they were doing at the outset of the offence (Beauregard et al., 2008). As such, an
examination of MO ought to be dynamic and account for change (Leclerc, Proulx, Lussier &
Allaire, 2009). Existing studies of SCA have not examined MO fully, but rather have focused
on the offender’s initial method of approach (Lanning & Burgess, 1995; Tedisco & Paludi,
1996; Finkelhor, Hammer & Sedlak, 2002). This is problematic, as discussions of MO as
they pertain to other, similar offences have developed to include consideration of a full range
of offender strategies and behaviours. In particular, literature on sexual offending against
children developed considerations of how an offence develops and how it concludes,
indicating that offences ought to be viewed as continuous events and not restricted to a
snapshot approach that considers only the first actions an offender takes (Beauregard et al.,
2008). It is argued that a more thorough consideration of how offences develop, and how they
conclude, is required to bring perspectives on MO in SCA in line with other areas.

Stranger Child Abduction

There is evidence to suggest that stranger cases differ from acquaintance and parental
cases (Asdigian, Fineklhor & Sedlak., 1995). The most notable MO variation relates to the
location of offending, with stranger cases occurring predominantly outdoors, whereas

acquaintance and parental abductions generally occur in private (Miller et al., 2008;
Boudreaux, Lord & Dutra, 1999). This paper focuses on incidents of SCA carried out by male
offenders, as it has been recognized that female perpetrated SCA is of a unique characteralmost exclusively relating to abduction for purposes relating to maternal desire rather than
sexual, violent or monetary motives - that ought to be studied in isolation (Ankrom& Lent,
1995; Baker, Burgess, Rabun & Nahirny, 2002). Furthermore, no female perpetrated cases
meeting the inclusion criteria were detected during data collection.

Although SCA can occur for many reasons, including ransom or revenge (see Wolak,
Finkelhor & Sedlak, 2011), this paper follows the approach utilised by Newiss and Traynor
(2013)- while it can be difficult to positively ascertain motive in abduction cases, 100% of
both the attempted completed cases found by Newiss and Fairbrother (2004), where evidence
was available, were found to be sexually motivated. Therefore, sexual motive is assumed
when there is an absence of evidence to the contrary. This perspective was recently affirmed
by Tillyer, Tillyer and Kelsay (2015).

Modus Operandi and Stranger Child Abduction

The most commonly occurring terms referring to MO in SCA are “lure” and “blitz”
(Tedisco & Paludi, 1996; Hanfland et al., 1997). The term ’lure’ describes a general approach
used by the offender where some tactic or pretence was utilized in order to convince the
victim to accompany them. Leclerc, Proulxand Beauregard (2009) identify the key features of
the lure as involving the replication of “pro-social behaviours”, demonstrating “love,
attention [or] appreciation” towards the intended target. The lure has been connected to
exploiting the socially encouraged subordination of children to the authority of adults

(Johnson et al, 2006) as well as the predisposition of certain children to trust; a trait which
offenders learn to identify, nurture and exploit (Wortley & Smallbone, 2006; Webster, 2012).
The weight of literature therefore suggests that one of the hallmarks of the lure approach is a
lack of overt aggression.

Tedisco and Paludi (1996) identified three key themes relating to the rationale behind
lures: appeals to authority which exploit the tendency of children to defer authority to adults
(Warden, Moran, Gillies, Mayes & Macleod, 1997); appeals to empathy exploit the fact that
children are usually taught to be kind and to help others (see Newiss, 2014); and appeals to
familiarity describe attempts by the offender to make it seem as though the victim knows or
should know them. Although most lures are likely to involve some degree of speech in order
to gain compliance, an offender can use non-verbal cues, such as smiling, or actions such as
beckoning a child in order to facilitate movement (Wortley & Smallbone, 2008).

The alternative type of approach identified in SCA has been referred to as a “blitz”
attack (Hanfland et al., 1997). Burgess and Holstrom (1984) defined a blitz attack as being
where the offender appears and attacks the victim suddenly. Burgess later defined the blitz as
an attack where there was “no previous interaction of any kind between the assailant and the
victim” (p.392). A blitz has been characterized as being intended to surprise and overwhelm
the victim using sudden aggression (LeBeau, 1987). The blitz style of offence has also been
associated with suddenness and the use of weapons by an assailant (Bondurant, 2001), and
the threatening of physical violence (Kahn, Mathie & Torgler, 1994). In contrast to lures
above, the weight of literature here appears to indicate that a key feature of ‘blitz attacks’ is
coerciveness and aggression. This creates the possible implication that one of the main ways
in which offences are being compared is the level of aggression used.

In terms of particular strategies used, blitz attacks have been characterised as
including “surprise attacks”, defined as occurring against an unaware victim where the
offender attacks from behind or from concealment (Hauffe & Porter, 2009, p.489). Another is
a trend in assaults where the offender briefly asks the victim a question- e.g., asking the timewith the purpose of causing the victim to stop moving in order to create an opportunity for
attack (Cheshire, 2004, p.673). Other less common types of aggressive strategy have been
identified in“child safety materials”, which are teaching materials aimed at children and
carers in the form of pamphlets (NCMEC, 2013; 2015) and educational videos (e.g., GMP,
2015). The strategies identified include the “feigned injury” or “accident trick” (e.g., by
WCOT, 2009), where it is suggested that the abductor might pretend to be debilitated and
then grab a child who approaches them to offering assistance. Aside from the surprise attack,
these tactics do include some level of trickery in addition to the assault, creating a limited
overlap with lures.

The ‘lure’ and blitz’ typologies are portrayed as diametrically opposed by Tedisco and
Paludi (1994) in relation to child abduction. However, while some other research does
appear to imply these are separate phenomena (e.g., Salfati et al, 2015), the two terms are not
necessarily portrayed as being so mutually exclusive in literature pertaining to other offence
types- in particular these typologies have been used to discuss assaults and sex crime
perpetrated by strangers. In particular, ‘blitz’ attacks are often discussed alongside what is
referred to as a ‘con approach’ (e.g., Dalley & Ruscoe, 2003). Definitions of a ‘con approach’
have been inconsistent- for some it refers to an ongoing campaign of becoming familiar with
a victim to gain access (Dalley & Ruscoe, 2003), while for others it is a shorter interaction or
pretext preceding an attack (Fritzon & Ridgway, 2000). This overlap is best characterised by

Canter (1996), where the ‘blitz’ variable could occur whether preceded by a confidence
approach or not- this indicates the potential for an overlap to occur.

It is one of the contentions of the current paper that, especially in the context of SCA,
that these distinct categories, despite being reported as having some overlap, may still be
treated as overly separate. The paper has the following hypotheses: first, it expects to find
that attempted and completed SCA will have different profiles in terms of offender strategy
and approach; second, it anticipates that the ‘lure’ and ‘blitz’ typologies will not adequately
explain SCA when accounting for factors beyond the initial offending strategy, e.g., when
conceptualising the offence as an ongoing process.

Methodology

Method

This study used quantitative secondary data analysis of a series of 78 SCA cases that
were committed in the UK. The primary types of data-source used were court transcripts and
newspaper articles reporting on offences and their related court trials. In the UK, the
transcripts of most legal hearings are not made available unless they alter legal precedent.
This makes media reporting on legal proceedings the most direct data available for the
majority of trials. An attempt was made to gain access to police records as well; however, the
recording practices in the database used made it impossible to differentiate stranger and
acquaintance cases.
The use of media archives and newspaper reports has been used to facilitate other
studies: Newiss and Greatbatch (2017) utilized media reports from tabloid and broadsheet
outlets to determine features of cases where adults went missing on a night out. The current

study similarly utilizes media reports (additionally supplemented by legal reports) to establish
offender movement, activity and behaviour. LaFree & Dugan (2007) used media reports to
create an offender database for terror offences, as data on such cases from official sources
tends to be limited. This situation is strongly reflected for SCA, where official data is
inconsistently coded- a series of studies by Newiss uncovered inconsistent recording
practices between individual UK police forces (Newiss & Collie, 2014; 2016; Newiss,
2015).On this matter, Lafree and Dugan (2007, p.182) additionally make the point that police
and other official databases, which are the traditional source of data for such studies, are
subject to biases of their own, i.e., they might reflect police operational priorities and
therefore selectively report information (LaFree& Dugan, 2007, p.182).
Legal cases were gathered by searching the legal databases Westlaw and Lexis using
various combinations of the terms ‘Stranger’, ‘Child’, ‘Abduction’, ‘Sexual’, ‘Assault’ and
‘Kidnap’. Media reports were gathered by searching the specialised database Lexis, as well as
the open resource search engines Google and Yahoo. The same key words were used, with
the additional terms “Charged’, ‘Guilty’, and ‘Convicted’. Fifty-six outlets were identified
and searched (see Table 1). The terms “Sexual” and “Assault” were utilized due to UK rules
of primacy mean that cases of abduction that go on to feature another type of offence will be
recorded as that more serious case (see Newiss & Traynor, 2013). Using these terms made it
possible to review a wider range of reports in order to examine whether an abduction had
occurred as part of their commission.
Measures were taken to assist in ensuring as much validity as possible when using
secondary information: Only cases involving a confirmed conviction were analysed.
In total, this search resulted in identification of 187 sources that were used to provide
the information present in the finalized database. Of these, 32 were court case transcripts, and
155 were newspaper reports. The number of newspaper sources for each offender ranged

from 1 to 9, with a mean of 2.7 sources per offender. Those cases with 1 media source had an
accompanying court case transcript. Court transcripts were available for 24 offenders, with a
range of between 1 and 3 reports per offender.

[Insert table 1 here]
Cases were only included where there was no indication that the offender and the
victim had any contact with one another prior to the incident. There was a single case where a
repeat offender abducted the same victim on two separate occasions.

Coding
Using these sources, information relating to each incident was compiled into
individual files, including as much detail as possible and utilising the original wording of the
reports. This was done to organise the material with a view to putting information for each
case as close to a chronological order as possible, and the enable corroborating (or
conflicting) statements to be easily viewed. These profiles were the used to code for the
presence of 23 variables (see Table 2 for details), identified from a literature review,
pertaining to offender’s MO in SCA and related cases, alongside information relating to
victim age, victim sex, offender age, and offence outcome. Limitations on space prevent a
detailed account of all literature accessed being provided, but key texts include: Tedisco &
Paludi, (1996); Lanning and Burgess (1995); Hanfland, Keppel & Wies (1997); Finkelhor,
Hammer & Seklak (2002); Boudreaux, Lord & Dutra (1999); Boudreaux, Lord & Etter
(1995_; Leclerc, Proulx & Beauregard (2009); Wortley & Smallbone (2006); Webster et al,
(2008); Proulx Perreauls & Oimet, (1999); Hayden & Dlugosz,(2011); Finkelhor, Hotaling &
Sedlak (1992); Best (1987; 1989); Lecllerc, Smallbone & Wortley, (2008); Moran et al,
(1997); Newiss, (2014); Newiss & Traynor (2013); Olsen-Woods et Al, (1998); Johnson et.

Al. (2005); Poche et al (1981); Burgess and Holstrom (1984); Hauffe& Porter, (2009);
Bodurant,( 2001); Kahn, Mathie&Torgler (1994); Cheshire (2004), LeBeau (1987);
Hakkanen, Lindlof&Santtila (2004); WCOT (2013); Shutt et al, (2004).
Variables were coded dichotomously, based on whether they were present or not
during the offence. The coding process was primarily carried out by the first researcher as
part of a larger study of SCA cases.
The coding for ‘manipulative’ requires additional clarification. For this variable to be
coded as present, the first action taken by the offender to facilitate the crime had to be a
verbal or non-verbal effort to have the child follow them. Any non-violent or non-threatening
means of facilitating the abduction was considered to be manipulative.

[Insert Table 2 Here]

Inter-rater reliability was established by having the second author evaluate the coding
frame by examining each code and its parameters, using the original framework established
by the primary researcher. Subsequently, the coding frame was used to recode every 5th case
in the sample, utilizing the narrative vignettes, original media articles and legal transcripts.
No disagreements were found, so no further development or revision of the content dictionary
was necessary.
The variables were coded and entered into IBM SPSS version 22 for the purpose of
analysis. Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), a form of statistical test that measures the level
of correlation present between a collection of variables, was used. This approach has the
advantage of being able to depict the structure of a dataset visually in the form of a plot.
MDS, along with several tests derived from it, such as Small Space Analysis (SSA), are

commonly utilized by investigative psychologists to examine various facets of offending
behaviour and decision making (Goodwill et al., 2012). MDS is capable of depicting
similarities and dissimilarities between variables (Sturrock & Rocha, 2000). The current
study is an analysis of similarities. Multidimensional scaling is the most appropriate method
of grouping variables given its focus on correlation coefficients between variables, which
made up for the relatively small sample size that would have reduced the predictive power of
logistical regression and other similar alternatives. It is also the most appropriate test to use
when variables are nominal/dichotomous, as all were in this study (Canter et al., 2003).
In order to identify additional variables for study, the dataset was subjected to a
process of “thematic interpretation” (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Thematic interpretation is a subtype of thematic analysis, and is used to develop themes and sub-themes from data. From
this, two additional variables were identified. These variables were “front loaded control”,
which refers to offenders utilizing multiple strategies early in the offence, and “shift”, which
refers to offenders whose offending strategy shifted from manipulative to aggressive means
or vice versa, during the offence. These were subsequently coded quantitatively.

Before embarking with the MDS tests, linear regression was carried out to examine
whether case completion could be predicted using the set of variables identified. The same 21
variables as would be used for MDS were entered into such a test using SPSS. The results
indicated that the set of variables resulted in a very large R of .944 and R Square of .851. The
F statistic was 21.612, which is very high, with a p value of less than 0.

The MDS tests were then carried out, using Jaccard’s coefficient to measure distance
and establish similarity between variables. Jaccard’s coefficient is one of several ways in
which the similarity between variables can be assessed, and takes account of only positive co-

occurrence (Jaccard, 1908). This approach was chosen as it best suits what Goodwill at al.
(2012, p.96) calls “messy behavioural data”, as appears in this study. It is among the most
commonly used method used to assess similarity in studies utilizing MDS of offender
behavioural patterns, including examinations of stranger perpetrated sexual offences (e.g.,
Canter, Bennell, Alison & Reddy, 2003). Jaccard’s measure ranges from 1 to 0 with 1 being
total co-occurrence, and 0 indicating no co-occurrence whatsoever.

A
Jaccards
Formula

A+B+C
(Adapted from Goodwill, 2012)

The similarity matrices produced by Jaccards measure of association were used to carry
out the Multidimensional Scaling test that resulted in Figures 1 and 2.
Following this, additional descriptive and inferential tests including cross-tabulation,
Pearson’s Chi-Square, and Spearman’s R were used to establish frequencies of key
behaviours present within each of the themes identified, and to further examine associations
between variables.

Sample Description

The offenders (n=53) represented in this sample were exclusively male. Their ages
ranged 18-59 years, with an average age of 35.05 (SD 10.582). The media age was 31 years,
and the mode was 29 years.

In total there were 83 victims. Where age was known (n=75), the average age was
10.68 years, with a standard deviation of 2.97 and a range of 2 to 17. The median was 11
years and the mode was 10 years. In terms of grouping, 31 victims were aged 0-10 (41.3%),
36 were aged 11-14 (48.0%), with 8 (10.7%) aged 15-17. 35% (n=27) of cases were
attempted abductions, and 65% (n=51) were completed abductions.

The discrepancy between number of offenders and number of victims is due to there
being cases with multiple victims, and because some offenders were responsible for multiple
incidents. For cases involving more than one victim: 5 cases had 2 victims; and 1 case had 3
victims. 8 offenders were responsible for more than a single offence: 4 offenders were
responsible for 2 separate incidents apiece; 1 offender was responsible for 3 separate
incidents; 1 offender was responsible for 4 incidents apiece; and 2 offenders were responsible
for 5 incidents apiece. No incident involved both a repeat offence and a team offence.

The offenders received a variety of convictions, some of which were paired with
convictions for child abduction or kidnap, and some of which, due to the rules of primacy,
did not acknowledge the abduction behaviour. Table 3 shows the primary convictions given
to each offender. Aside from involving abduction behaviour, the offences were
predominantly sexual in nature.

[Insert Table 3 Here]

Results

Multi-Dimensional Scaling Results and Preliminary Analysis

[Insert Figure 1]
Figure 1: Multidimensional Scaling for Attempted Cases

Figure 1 displays the MDS output for behaviours present in attempted cases. There
was good fit, with an s-stress score of .0134 (Dugard, Todman & Staines, 2010). How well
the MDS output represents and accounts for the dataset is represented by the measure of
stress (Sturrock & Rocha, 2000, p.19). Kruskal and Wish (1978) suggested that a score of
lower than 0.10 would account for an adequately close fit, a requirement which this test met.
Additionally, Tuckers coefficient of congruence showed a score of .994, with the variance
accounted for showing a score of 0.989. Dugard et. al (2010, p.275) explain that these values
should be as close to 1 as possible, which again, the scores for the current test are. The
multidimensional scaling test for attempted cases of SCA carried out 57 iterations, with a
final normalised raw stress value of 0.010. This is quite a high number of iterations,
indicating an uncertain initial fit which was improved dramatically via iteration, with a final
good fit. Overall, the data for this analysis appears to have good of fit.

The scatterplot shows the similarities between variables, and is a visual
representation of the Jaccard Index, which shows the similarity or correlation between
variables in numerical format. Shorter distances between variables on the scatter plot
represent higher similarity, and a greater likelihood of co-occurrence in the same case, while
the correlation coefficients express similarity as closeness to 1 (see Wickelmaier, 2003).
Where variables are clustered together in particular areas of the graph, this indicates
homogeneity between those variables, and distinguishes them from variables appearing
elsewhere on the plot.

From this, the first notable finding is that offence tactics were grouped in a distinct
manner with characteristics representative of manipulative MO tending towards the right of
the graph, and those relating to an aggressive approach tending towards the left. Themes
were identified by examining the proximity of variables to one another, with particular
importance being placed on the positioning of the manipulation variable and grab variables,
which can be considered to broadest explanations of offender approach. There was clustering
around these variables, indicating that manipulation was achieved using mostly verbal means,
with manipulativeness and conversation reporting a correlation coefficient of 0.5. Forceful
movement was facilitated by physical means or threatening behaviour, with grabs correlating
to threats (0.462) and, as one might expect, to assault (0.643). Efforts to grab the victim were
relatively closely clustered with making threats (0.462), tool use (0.313) and weapon use
(0.286) whilst manipulative means were correlated with a conversational approach (0.500).
The correlations appear to indicate that manipulative offenders would use one strategy, since
the various types of verbal approach, e.g., incentive, using authority, implying familiarity,
were not correlated, the only exception being appeals to authority and appeals to familiarity
(0.5), indicating that a ruse involving a statement of familiarity implicitly enables offenders
to also issue commands to victims. Conversely, aggressive offenders appeared to utilise a
combination of measures, with weapons used to enforce threats (0.455), and threats
correlating to assaults (also 0.455).

Of particular note is the presence of speech for both manipulative and for aggressive
offence types, in the form of conversation and threats respectively. This appears to indicate
that, while speech was relevant to either approach- indeed, occurred 72.7% of all offences
and during 77.3% of them- that a joint approach, using both verbal and physical components,
was used in aggressive approaches. A final standout finding revealed by the correlation

coefficients was the role of vehicles in manipulative offense, with coefficients of 0.412 when
compared to the manipulative approach and of 0.308 when occurring alongside conversation,
itself strongly related to a manipulative approach.

The use of a “one liner” was grouped more closely to aggressive means (grab: 0.231;
assault: 0.300), with almost no correlation to other strategies, supporting the idea such an
approach is a precursor to an assault despite being verbal. The groupings indicate a greater
reliance on specific tools by aggressive offenders- weapons were particularly likely to have
been brought to a scene (0.571), whereas manipulative offenders are more likely to improvise
equipment or to rely on verbal means alone, indicated by the lack of correlation to tools
between more manipulative strategies compared to aggressive ones.

[Figure 2]
Figure 2: Multidimensional Scaling for Completed Cases

Figure 2 shows the behaviours correlated with completed offences. There was a
reasonably good fit, with an s-stress score of .0423 (Dugard, Todman & Staines, 2010). The
multidimensional scaling test for completed cases of SCA carried out 14 iterations, with a
final normalised raw stress value of 0.028. Tuckers coefficient of congruence showed a score
of 0.985, with the variance accounted for showing a score of 0.971. Being close to 1, these
represent a good fit (Dugard et. al, 2010).
The groupings of variables are clearer in this output, with aggressive means being
strongly clustered. The correlation statistics for Figure 2 are higher on average than Figure 1,
indicating closer groupings. The high level of related variables here reflects offenders using
multiple means to control victims, supporting the notion that offenders will front load their

efforts to control victims. The most immediately apparent feature of this output is that
completed cases were more likely to involve highly aggressive, coercive, controlling
behaviours. The grabbing of a victim was correlated to threat (0.69), auctioning that threat
(0.44), assault (0.71), clear evidence of sexual motive (0.44) tool presence (0.46), and with
front loaded control (0.48). Offenders who became violent were more likely to carry out an
abduction to completion, as were offenders who used multiple means of control up-front.
Additionally, indicators of offender preparedness, such as bringing weapons and tools to the
scene, were associated with case completion. The use of aids, particularly tools, were
strongly indicative of completion, extending to manipulative offences in the form of
incentives (0.61). Conversely, more manipulative means appeared to be less associated with
offence completion, especially strategies that are identifiable with “lures” such as appeals to
authority, requests for assistance and offers of assistance. That said, this graph had higher
correlations between the different manipulative strategies than Figure 1, thus indicating a
greater use of multiple strategies in completed cases compared to attempted ones- for
instance, requests for assistance also correlated to appeals to authority (0.29) and to use of
incentives (0.23)- while not high correlations when compared to some of the other variables
in Figure 2, they are far more present than in Figure 1. Additionally, variables such as having
more than one victim or more than one offender were less associated with abduction
completion. Additional cross-tabulation and chi-square tests were undertaken to check the
interpretations of the MDS outputs, supporting the view completed cases were more likely to
feature aggressive and controlling behaviour. The presence of threats (p=0.04), threats which
were acted upon (p=0.007), use of restraints (p=0.011), use of a tool (p=0.033), and assault
(p=0.019) were all associated with completed cases. In particular, assaultive behaviour had a
76.74% completion rate when present against a 51.43% rate when not. Of particular interest
was that 64.71% of completed cases featured an assault, a highly aggressive type of

behaviour, whereas only 37.04% of attempted cases had this feature. Additionally, it was
found that front loaded control- which embodies high levels of control efforts within an
offence- was highly associated with offence completion (p=0.005), with an 85.71% (n=24)
completion rate where present, and a 54% (n=27) when not. 47.02% (n=24) of all completed
cases had this feature, which is relatively high within this sample.

A further examination of the frequencies of the presence of aggressive control
variables appears to support this position.

[Insert Table 4 Here]

[Insert Table 5 Here]

As these Frequency Tables 4 and 5 illustrate, completed cases involved
proportionately far more instances of weapon and tool use than attempted cases, as well as
the presence of multiple, aggressive approaches to victim control. Offenders utilizing all
means at their disposal, and who resort to overwhelming physical, aggressive control tactics,
were more likely to abduct victims.
Within the cases characterized by a manipulative control, the primary strategy utilized
by offenders were use of incentives (34.15%), offer of assistance (24.38% ) and request for
assistance (17.07%) The primary strategies utilized by offenders in cases characterized by
aggressive control were grabbing the victim and controlling them by purely physical means
(38.71%), briefly engaging in conversation before grabbing them and launching an assault
(32.26%) and a combination of grabbing the victim and utilizing threats (22.58%).

Shifts in MO

There was an additional process that could not be captured by multidimensional
scaling. There were some cases where offenders changed their overall theme of behaviour
during their offending sequence. This change in MO is herein referred to as a “shift” (n=17).
70.5% of cases featuring shift were completed.
Such a shift occurred predominantly from offenders initially partaking in benign,
manipulative mental control, who then progressed to aggressive, physical control and
generally aggressive tactics (94.2%). An example of this involved an offender who convinced
the victim to come with him into a secluded wooded area, out of sight from any pathways,
who then launched a sudden, violent assault.
Only one case (5.8%) saw the reverse: this was an attempted abduction where the
victim escaped an initial grab. The offender then followed the victim, attempting to convince
her (and nearby third parties) that she ought to accompany him.
The high levels of completion among offenders who shifted from manipulative control
to aggressive involved appears to further support the findings from the MDS that aggressive
tactics, as well as multiple means of offending, result in higher rates of offence completion.
This additionally helps to explain why aggressive and manipulative strategies become more
associated in completed cases: this may be a reflection of those offenders who make a
transition from one approach to the other during their offence sequence.
Discussion

This study has sought to take an approach to studying in SCA that reflects the
dynamism of the offence, making an effort to examine features of cases that are ongoing, and
in particular comparing attempted cases with completed cases.

The study expected to find that the previously used thematic paradigms of ‘blitz’ and
‘lure’ would be of limited usefulness in explaining CRA when this fuller account of the
offence was made. Findings have been mixed, in this regard. The themes of ‘aggressive’ and
‘manipulative’ offending were used to group offence themes in the multi-dimensional tests.
While these appeared to be an appropriate method by which to group strategies, it should be
said that ‘lure’ and blitz’ could also comfortably have been mapped to the MDS outputs.
Regardless of the label used, offence strategies divided fairly neatly into highly assaultive and
highly aggressive approaches, which appeared to be fairly distinct. There is precedent for a
similar distinction, with manipulative and coercive offender types being identified by
Beauregard et al. (2007), and this study indicates that their model could to be applied to SCA
as well the more commonly used lure and blitz, however, the term ‘aggressive’ is used here to
distinguish this type of behaviour from the ‘coercive control’ construct utilised by Stark in
relation to domestic abuse (Stark, 1994; 2009). Aggressiveness is a more appropriate term
here since, as Stark’s (2009) construct shows, coercive control can be entirely non-violent.
That said, however, the results relating to the concept of a ‘shift’ in offending activity are not
captured all that well by the ‘lure’ and ‘blitz’ paradigm. While it is acknowledged in the
literature review that ‘lure’ and ‘blitz’ do not imply exclusivity between the strategies
associated with each approach, they do not suitably capture the dynamism present in those
cases where an offender ‘shifts’ between offending approaches. Furthermore, this shift is also
not captured well by the alternative ‘manipulative’ and ‘aggressive’ paradigms. Therefore, it
can tentatively be suggested that future research should explore additional paradigms to use
with SCA, especially those enabling change over time to be better captured.

Part of the purpose of the study was to empirically verify which strategies are most
commonly present in SCA cases. From a purely descriptive standpoint, it was also shown that

the offender tactics featured in the review of academic and child safety literature were, for the
most part, represented in this study. This usefully confirms that existing literature, although
still largely based on supposition, somewhat reflects the realities of SCAs. The findings from
this study mean that there is now verified data indicating that offenders are likely to either
utilize a very simple lure, a lure involving an incentive, an offer of assistance, or a request for
assistance, with some notable exclusions, e.g., feigned injuries and use of sweets as lures
were not common (Tedisco & Paludi, 1996). It is recommended that future research
continues to examine strategies used in verifiable cases of SCA in order to build a database of
evidence, with a view to replacing these earlier, unverified sources, with the caveat that some
of the themes they have used appear to be useful. The results also indicate the presence of
strategies relating to ‘flattery’, which had been highlighted previously by Hedges (2002).

Further to the this, the results of the Multidimensional scaling appear to provide
support for the assumption that has been previously made that a significant proportion of
SCA cases are sexually motivated (i.e., by Newiss & Traynor, 2013). Sexual assault was
strongly correlated with completed cases of abduction, indicating that carrying out a sex
attack is a common variable in SCAs. This is doubly interesting when considered alongside
the core themes that emerged from the multidimensional analysis, which showed that
offender actions appear to be highly related to control. From this, it seems that SCA is
strongly characterized by notions of dominance over the victim. While it is beyond the scope
of this paper to enter an in-depth discussion of the psychological and profiling implications of
these points, however, they represent fertile ground for future research to examine due to
being reminiscent of power/control models of sexual offending which emphasise a need for
dominance trumping the need for sexual gratification in sex crime (see Sorochinski & Salfati,
2008).

The study also expected to find that examining attempted and completed cases
separately would reveal additional dynamics in relation to SCA. This was confirmed by the
results, which produced varying profiles between attempted and completed cases. This
indicates that future studies of SCA should continue examining attempted and completed
cases of SCA separately, as suggested by Newiss and Fairbrother (2006) and by Collie and
Shalev Greene (2015, 2016a, 2016b). At the simplest level, this approach has been useful as
it goes beyond highlighting which individual strategies are used by offenders in SCA, but it
also highlights which particular, single strategies result in the poorest outcomes for victims.
The findings do not explain why these strategies are more strongly associated with SCA
completion, but by highlighting which strategies are resulting in completion, it becomes
possible to research these further, and, potentially, explore why these approaches ‘work’
more often and attempt to suggest means by which to disrupt them.

More useful still was examining which combinations of strategies were related to case
outcome. The most notable finding revealed by comparing attempted and completed cases
was that highly aggressive offenders who utilize multiple means of aggressive control are
more likely to complete abduction than those offenders utilizing manipulative means or who
rely on one or two tactics in approaching a child. Variables that imply offence planning
appear to correlate with completed offences. Of particular interest, those offenders who “front
loaded” their control, i.e., who used multiple methods of control at the outset of the offence to
ensure victim compliance, were most likely to complete an offence. Taken together, these
findings have the implication that a key determining factor between attempted and completed
cases is the extent to which the victim is overwhelmed, referring not only to sheer force, but
also to the compounding effect of various strategies.

The findings potentially have several implications for the body of literature and policy
relating to child safety education. The bulk of this literature is aimed at evaluating training
programs aimed at equipping children with skills to recognise, understand and defend
themselves against a variety of offences, including SCA (see, for example, Moran et al 1997;
Johnson et al, 2006). This research ascertains how well children will actually utilise acquired
skills when faced with abduction, with other research (e.g., Collie & Shalev Greene, 2015;
2016a) finding that resistance by victims can significantly impact on case outcome. It is not
suggested that training children can eliminate the risk of SCA, nor that onus should be placed
on victims, however, this has been shown to be a potential area where resilience can be built.
The current research indicates that some of the premises of this literature may need to be reexamined. In particular, an examination of the literature reveals an implication the offenders
will either use manipulative means or aggressive means- therefore, the possibility of an
offender ‘shifting’ between these- and what to do in such an event- is ignored. Furthermore,
the weight of child safety approaches focuses on manipulative, ‘lure’ based offender
strategies, and to some extent ignore the existence of aggressive offenders. This is concerning
as this research indicated that aggresive offenders complete offences more often.

This raises several questions that should be explored, and which indicate useful
directions for future research. In particular, the presence of victim resistance, or any other
disruptive element, in cases featuring various offender strategies should be examined. This
will allow conclusions to be drawn as to whether, for example, manipulative strategies lead to
case attempts because victims can resist them, or members of the public intervene, etc. This
will enable a more holistic, even more dynamic picture of SCA strategies to be examined.

The findings also point towards some smaller findings of note that can be used to
suggest other directions for future research. In particular, the role of tools is potentially

extremely important in determining the outcome of SCA cases. Unfortunately, the approach
utilized in this study meant it was not possible to fully analyse this feature of the sample
beyond mere tool presence. Future research should examine this dynamic, especially with
regards to how tools are used. The same was true for vehicle presence, especially in
manipulative cases.

Limitations

The authors recommend caution when reading the conclusions of this study. The data
gathered is from second hand media and legal sources which may have reporting biases
(Bradley, 1991). This type of data also tends towards more serious, newsworthy cases,
meaning the sample is not representative of stranger child abductors overall. In addition, a
selection of the media sources used may be prone to sensationalised reporting techniques.
These limitations are unavoidable at the time of writing given the limited availability of
information on these offenders, and due to the need to corroborate information via the
presence of a confirmed criminal conviction of an identifiable offender in the UK courts (see
Gallagher et al, 2008; Newiss & Traynor, 2013). The potential bias of reports is mitigated by
the study’s focus on offender action, and by the need for these actions to be corroborated
across multiple outlets and by more reliable legal proceedings.

It is not possible to be completely certain of the victim-offender relationship in any
given case, as previous familiarity may not have been reported. However, during the coding
process care was taken to ensure, as far as possible, that such familiarity was absent. The first
measure was to specifically search for cases that included the term “stranger” in the headline,
report, or case report. As a result, most of the cases included contained indications that there
was no previous relationship. Secondly, the study had very narrow inclusion criteria that

would accept only cases where there was no evidence of familiarity at all; any indication of
familiarity led to the case being excluded. Thirdly, as a result of having multiple sources for
each case, the chance that an outlet or legal case would mention any previous contact was
increased.
It is possible that the treatment of cases with multiple victims, multiple offenders, and
offenders who were responsible for more than one incident in the same analysis will have
skewed the findings. In particular, it is possible that experienced offenders may behave
differently than inexperienced ones, with Collie and Shalev Greene (2017) having found
offender experience to impact case outcome in cases of child abduction. While it could,
conversely, be argued that such effects may be limited, e.g., because of evidence that key
features of modus operandi, as this study examines, do not vary all that much in the same
offender’s subsequent activities (Sjostedt et al, 2004), such discussion is moot as it has not
been possible to meaningfully extricate these cases from the sample or to examine them in
isolation due to the overall small sample size- removing such cases meant that no meaningful
analysis or comparison of these to the ‘regular’ cases could take. As such, the most logical
way to address these potential issues is to be transparent about their presence. The power of
these effects could not be ascertained. It is strongly recommended that future studies, with
access to more data, separate and compare these case types.
Finally, as Newiss and Fairbrother (2004, p. 5) point out, the detection rate for SCA is
very low, with only 13% of cases resulting in positive suspect identification. With this in
mind, it follows that the present study, focusing as it does on identified offenders, reflects a
minority of SCA offenders and offences. For now, it remains impossible to capture the
remaining 87% of cases in the level of detail captured here, however the present findings
should be conceptualised as reflecting stranger child abductors who were apprehended only.

Final Discussion

Overall, the study finds support for existing perspectives on the practical behaviours
that have been attributed to stranger child abductors; however, while the paradigms of lure
and blitz were found to characterize the strategies utilized by abductors to some extent, issues
with how they reflect offence dynamism were highlighted. The research also showed that was
a very clear divide occurring between offenders who utilize non-threatening strategies, and
those who utilize aggressive, aggressive strategies. While these are similar in many respects
to the ‘lure’ and ‘blitz’ models, the emphasis on change over time in a similar model
previously identified by Leclerc, Proulx and Beauregard (2009), indicates that model may be
more appropriate to use in relation to CSA. Future research should consider adopting this
model and evaluating its effectiveness.

The study has also shown that more elaborate methods that have been associated with
each of these offence archetypes are extremely rare in practice, with simpler approaches
being predominantly featured. The complexity of abduction appears, therefore, to lie in the
transition between modes of offending rather than in elaborate plans. The present research
also highlights the need to explore the circumstances as to why certain strategies result in
different outcomes, further indicating a need for an overall more complex, holistic approach
to understanding- and responding to- SCA.
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Tables

Table 1: Local and National UK Media Outlets Searched

The Independent
The Guardian
The Journal
BBC News
The York Press
Walsall Advertiser
The Northern Echo
Wales News
Liverpool Echo
Mancunian Matters
Northampton Chronicle & Echo
Express and Star
Rotherham Advertiser
Evening Standard
Sunderland Echo
Hull Daily Mail
Blackpool Gazette
Telegraph & Argus
The Herald

Media Outlets Searched
The Telegraph
Hull Daily Mail
Bradford Telegraph & Argus
Gloucester Citizen
Morley Observer
Hastings Observer
Burnley Express
Welwyn Hatfield Times
North of England News
The Sun
Yorkshire Evening Post
Huffington Post UK
Doncaster Free Press
Keighley News
Wigan Today
Western Daily Press
Bury Times
Kent and Sussex Courier
The Glasgow Herald

The Birmingham Evening Mail
The Northern Echo
The Mirror
The Daily Mail
Birmingham Mail
Bolton News
Newham Recorder
Lancashire Telegraph
Dorset Echo
North Wales Daily Post
Yorkshire Post
ITV News
Belfast Telegraph
Stroud News & Journal
Leigh Journal
Bristol Post
Manchester Evening News
Kent Online
SWNS.com

Table 2: Variables and MDS Abbreviations
Abbreviation
Assault
FrontLoaded

MultiVictim
Shift

Manipulative

Grab

Meaning
Physical Assault
occurred
Front Loaded
Control, i.e.,
control techniques
used at offence
outset
Multiple Victims
Offender MO
changed during the
offence
Offender’s first
action was
manipulative
Offender’s first

Abbreviation
Familiarity
Sexual

ImprovisedTool
BroughtTool

Meaning
Offender pretends to
know victim
Evidence that the
offence was sexually
motivated

Improvised tool found
at the scene
The offender brought a
tool to the scene

Weapon

A weapon was used

Ties

Ties or Restraints were

action was to grab
the victim
Authority
The offender
appealed to
authority
Incentive
Incentive was used
to facilitate
abduction
RequestAssistance The offender asked
for assistance from
the victim
OfferAssistance
The offender
offered assistance
to the victim
Conversation

OneLiner

The offender
engaged the victim
in conversation
The offender
spoke one line
before initiating
attack

used
MultiOffender

There were multiple
Offenders

Vehicle

A vehicle was used
during the commission
of the offence
The offender
threatened the victim

Threat

ActedOnThreat

Tool

The offender both
threatened the victim
and followed up on the
threat
A tool or aid of some
kind was used to
facilitate the offence

Table 3: Convictions received by Offenders.
Conviction
Count Percentage
Attempted child abduction/kidnap
13
24.53%
Rape
12
22.64%
Child abduction/Kidnap
11
20.75%
Sexual Assault
6
11.32%
Murder
5
9.43%
Attempted Murder
1
1.89%
Indecency with a child/Indecent Assault
3
5.66%
Assault
3
5.66%
attempted sexual assault
1
1.89%
Conspiracy to abduct
1
1.89%

Table 4: Aggressive Control Variable Frequency

Variable

Attempted
Completed
All Cases
Percentage Count Percentage Count Percentage Count
Grab
40.60%
13
40.40%
23
46.15%
36
Front Loaded Control
12.50%
4
42.10%
24
35.90%
28
Single line before attack
9.40%
3
11.00%
6
11.54%
9
Tool
25%
8
49.10%
28
46.15%
36
Improvised Tool
9.40%
3
31.60%
18
26.92%
21
Brought Tool
18.80%
6
19.30%
11
21.79%
17
Weapon
15.60%
5
22.80%
13
23.08%
18
Ties
3.10%
1
24.60%
14
19.23%
15
Vehicle
31.30%
10
42.10%
24
43.59%
34
Threat
18.80%
6
40.40%
23
37.18%
29
Acted on Threat
3.10%
1
26.30%
15
20.51%
16
Rape
6.30%
2
70.20%
40
53.85%
42
Assault
31.30%
10
57.90%
33
55.13%
43
Multiple Offender
12.50%
4
12.30%
7
14.10%
11

Table 5: Manipulative Control Variable Frequencies

Attempted
Completed
All Cases
Variable
Percentage Count Percentage Count Percentage Count
Manipulate
43.80%
14
49.10%
28
53.85%
42
Multiple Victims
9.40%
3
17.50%
10
16.67%
13
Appeal to Authority
12.50%
4
14%
8
15.38%
12
Incentive
12.50%
4
30%
17
26.92%
21
Request For Assistance
6.30%
2
18%
10
15.38%
12
Offer of Assistance
12.50%
4
14%
8
15.38%
12
Conversation
21.90%
7
33%
19
33.32%
26

